Ekphrasis: Image & Word
Collaboration between the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art and the
Department of English, Washington State University, Pullman
Ekphrasis is the literary description of something visual, often a work of art.
Students from Professor Linda Russo’s Advanced Poetry course responded
to works of art in the exhibitions Night Stars: The Aiken Collection and Polly
Apfelbaum: Frequently the Woods are Pink. Through their writing, they were
asked to speak to the image and allow the image to speak to them while
contemplating the artist’s thoughts, materials, and process.
Please enjoy their poems. Leaving the pamphlet on a gallery bench will
allow other museum visitors to experience their work.
Thank you!

The Dance has Begun
There’s a fish
right there
twisting and turning
wrapping itself
around
and around
with red lacey frills
looking for a partner
in the vast ocean
There are the jellyfish—
flashing their neon dance-floor colors
the fish swirling its dress in response
swirling faster
faster
they court each other
There, the jellyfish drift
through the water
with their own partners
a disorganized courtly affair
of tangled tentacles
and the flash of fishy skirts
There, the ocean shifts from teal
to deep sapphire blue
they dance
until their fins become frenzied
with exhaustion
it’s time to feast
to take your partner
down to the depths
to do what fishy lovers do

– Nora Loney

Frank Stella, Feneralia (1995)
Collection of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art WSU
I first stumbled across this painting while I was looking for something to write about after a somewhat
disappointing freewrite session. The bright pops of color Stella used in this piece were what first drew me to
this painting. I knew right away that it was an abstract piece and that it might be a little more difficult to
write a poem about it. But as I looked at the painting and its red netted sections, it began to remind me of
ocean life and I began to see jellyfish in the center and the left corner of the piece and a red, elegant fish in
the center. This then led me to imagine what this sea life would be doing as they floated along, and I
constructed a narrative around the painting. I really enjoy what I ended up with; it reminds me of a nature documentary.

– Nora Loney

Shaded Life
Blending together,
swarming with turmoil & anguish.
emotion strikes through: black, grey, silver,
pink telling a story that needs to be heard
swarming with turmoil & anguish
pulling you and twisting you into its tornado of
printmaking merging with drawing
telling a story that needs to be heard
yelling it in the sun of New Mexico
pulling you and twisting you into its tornado of
printmaking merging with drawing
the look of fingers running down a page yelling
it in the sun of New Mexico
an unobscured psychological edge
the look of fingers running down a page
emotion strikes through: black, grey, silver,
pink an unobscured psychological edge
blending together

- Kathlene Roberts

Susan Rothenberg, Stumblebum (1985-86)

Collection of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art WSU
The inspiration for this piece was prompted by an assigned free write that had a constructed
revision process. The first draft was pulled together through the use of eight of my best lines,
mixing them together in a specific way, while leaving space in between for the addition of new
words that were inspired by the piece. Upon my second visit to the museum I worked on pulling
the best lines from the first draft and began to weave more specific details as well as little pieces
of information I learned about the original artist through my research. The original piece lacked
firm direction and after a revision inspired by my professor, subsequent to my second museum
visit, I transitioned my work to resemble the form of a Pantoum, a poetic form where lines from
one stanza are repeated in the next stanza throughout the poem.
- Kathlene Roberts

Stumblebum
You grip my face,
but the tenderness is lost.
Blood pours from where your
gray hands brushed my cheeks.
I run, breath heavy, the
cold night air giving me away
to the darkness.
It says—
come find me
wrap me up
don’t let me go.
But it doesn’t come for me.
Anger is slashed,
up.
down.
across the page
Someone hides there,
behind the strokes,
dressed in black.
Who are you?
A room of mirrors
No walls, the only light
comes from my reflection.
The darkness never did come.
I am the darkness,
it never left.

- Liz Webb

Susan Rothenberg, Stumblebum (1985-86)

Collection of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art WSU
I chose this piece because when I first glanced at it, the chaos that is clearly portrayed in the
painting resonated within me. The painting reminded me of a reoccurring dream that I have
that had something similar to Stumblebum in it. It looks like scratches and anger and sadness,
and like a figure is lingering behind it all. This piece, historically, is a pioneer in the modern art
realm and its artist, Susan Rothenberg, has multiple other pieces of work that fit within this
same M.O. A contemporary piece of art for a contemporary poem.
- Liz Webb

into the green
you are the eye of the storm
tangled
wedged in the catastrophic cloud
fighting off the swarm
you are the crossfire
surrounded
pushed your body fleetingly
against the pulls of gravity
and weight of time
you are the tear gas
ambushed
swallowed by green mist
you better start running

- Baylee Barnett

Mark Tobey, Untitled (1965)

Collection of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art WSU
When we first visited the art museum, I remember being intensely overwhelmed by all the
inspiration I was getting. I was particularly drawn to this piece by Mark Tobey. I showed my
fiancé this piece, and he said that it reminded him of what they will show for a color-blind test.
But it made me think of someone trapped in something, someone stuck somewhere that they
desperately want out of, though they will never escape. At first, I wanted to write it from the
perspective of the spectator watching this figure suffer. As visitors to the museum, it felt like
we were betraying this figure by not helping him out of there. I really liked this perspective, but
I wondered what would happen if I shifted it a little bit. I chose instead to use second person, as
holding that perspective still gives the illusion of a spectator, but puts the focus on the figure’s
experience. I really enjoyed what I came up with.
- Baylee Barnett

Untitled (Black Orb)
Inky Black Orb
Tell me what you hold
Nothing from a glance
Or from the backs of rooms
What are you supposed to be?
I fall into the convoluted, preconceived notion
You can’t be something of significance
Unless you’re labeled something
You look like a daydreamer’s mind
You taught me something
Black Orb
All your background yellows and oranges
Your blues and honeycomb squiggles
Your scribbles and charcoal prints
Terry Winters; the hand behind Orb’s boldness
Describes “science as a blank metaphor
Loaded with all the poetry
Occurring on the pictorial film of the painting
“A neutral and neutralizing structure”
To take a closer look
You reveal your true character
You were made to remind us of something in
nothing Just look a little closer

- Aria Schriebman

Terry Winters, Untitled (Black Orb) (1987)

Collection of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art WSU

I chose Terry Winter’s piece because it isn’t a piece of art I would typically gravitate towards. I have
never quite understood abstract art. However, the more I looked at this piece the more interesting it
became. Winter’s inspiration for a lot of his work is space and science, so I wanted to include a quote by
him in my poem. The focal point of the drawing is clearly the big black orb in the center, which could
remind us of something different depending on who is looking at it (for me it was a pomegranate). My
poem was a letter to the personified black Orb. Although the black orb grabs the attention, when you
continue to stare at the drawing, the more textures and intentional drawings are revealed. My poem to
the black Orb was how I had the realization while looking at the drawing that a piece of art doesn’t have
to be a physical thing or have a meaning to be important. For example, in poetry, one shouldn’t focus
on the meaning of the piece but the emotion it evokes.
- Aria Schriebman

The Same Wall
In arms
one holding the ocean as the other holds the sky
Bring in the net to release fish from your grasp.
Man spinning or being spun?
The light of one man burns in the eyes of many
Kept rounded in the confines of four corners
Flowers grown between thighs
A body acting as both earth and light
Lying in the shadow only your form could make
All flies wish to be birds, like crabs long to be fish
All dirt wished it could nurture a flower
Your body was that earth and from it grew a rose.

- Brianna Esqueda

Francesco Clemente, Witness from Sigilli (1991)
Collection of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art WSU

This piece from Francesco Clemente’s Witness from Sigilli series captures the honesty of
print work as well as the evocative nature of working in black and white color values. My
personal intrigue with this print began with its abscesses of color. Instead, using the
shades between the shadows of deep gray and white as both highlight and negative space
in the piece. I found the body centered by four triangular quadrants to have great visual
strength and thus modeled the conceptual center of my poem around it. I began my poem with
the intent of the viewer’s eye to begin in the arms of the print and work its way up and through
the three remaining sectors of the piece. it was this choppy visual flow that ultimately acted as
the backbone of my poem as I believe it did similarly for this print.
- Brianna Esqueda

Rage #327
cal·um·ny (noun) the making of false and
defamatory statements about someone in order
to damage their reputation; slander.
I’ll tell you about
Bellini and his Allegorical Calumny.
The perseverance
pulled by cherubic, faceless putty
heave Bacchus, and Meat
the Indominable Warrior.
Offer him apples.
Snake.
Or Eve’s pomegranate.
Lustily, his eyes fill
behind a great grate
he is unwittingly
plugged in to cracks in the wall.
Power this greasy machine
I wonder if Bellini would like
that he is a drink,
like Bacchus.
Mad with it.
Swinging checkered boards
and shaded, blunted spears.
No longer in the deep green forests
with a merciless cold star sky.
Now it’s an abandoned building filled with smog.
Homeless asleep on spray-paint glass.

Bacchus
Feed this world’s allegory
Say our sucking soul culture
is great.
Insinuate
one comparing ad
one tortuously boring too-long work hour
one-dollar bill
one self-degrading word
at a time
Buy something to make it meaningful
But get
mean and spiteful places
for us to rest our heads.
Pillows made of failed classes
and expensive housing.
Coca Cola Christmas’s
plastic flamingoes outnumbering the real
and student loan debt.
Speed along on royal purple wings.
Make triangles and turn face.
Colored blue with lust Bacchus.
It’s so easy to blame things on unreal gods
It’s only ever been humans.
It’s only ever been US.
Now warrior gorge,
make this Calumny far too true.

- Rachel Lentz

Robert Rauschenberg, Bellini #5, Allegory of Calumny (1989)
Collection of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art WSU

The writing process for this poem involved a lot of historical research into myths and paintings. Robert
Rauschenberg uses a lot of elements from Giovanni Bellini’s painting “The Perseverance” in his work,
“Bellini #1, Allegory of Calumny.” “The Perseverance” is a part of a series of paintings called,“The Four
Allegories” by Bellini, painted between 1490-1503. Bellini’s work is commonly interpreted to represent the
Roman god Bacchus offering fruit to a virtuous warrior and is supposed to be an allegory for lust.
Rauschenberg utilized a variety of layers and several deletions which, along with the title of the work,
caught my eye. My poetic interpretation of this painting was one of injustice that has festered for a very long time.

- Rachel Lentz

Hole in Space
How can a flat print on a wall
suck me in like this “Time Machine” is doing?
Tubes of color hang down like
the bead curtain we all wanted as children
But rather than beads, these are
incandescent neon lightbulbs.
They draw me past the bright yellow beam at the center
of the print, and beyond,
into a black room of pulsing beats, buzzing lights,
and nameless people. Neon colors upon their faces,
indistinct shapes of noses and lips, flashes of white
teeth. I weave between their bodies, never
pausing to speak to them. I am searching,
but I have no idea who for, no idea why,
only that this place ignites in me
a sense of both patience and exhilaration.
How can a flat print on a wall
soothe and encourage me so? I am standing
on a concrete floor, wrapped up in a jacket against
the freezing museum breeze, but here I am
seeing into a space that does not exist.
It’s all rather funny, if you think about it.
I have no idea why I am doing this.

- Chloe Delhomme

Polly Apfelbaum, Baroque Time Machine (2014)
Collection of Jordan D. Schnitzer

The first thing I noticed about this piece was the black space between the bars of color. It seemed like I
could walk between the colors into that space, into a room beyond. I extrapolated upon this idea,
imagining what it would be like to walk into that room: what might be there, what it might look like. As
I delved deeper into this vision, I became self-aware of my body standing on the museum floor and
realized that it’s kind of silly to create a whole scene in my head just by looking at an art piece. But then
again, that is the point of art, to get a unique and emotional reaction from each viewer. So, I wrote this
moment of self-awareness into my poem as well, to portray a more accurate experience of what it is
like to study this print in person.
- Chloe Delhomme

Atomic
The preschooler blows on the Atomic Pinwheel
And the world is new again.
And the imagination is free again.
Imagining irregular space, filled with color
Like the preschooler’s crayon doodle.
Like the art of someone without inhibition.
Lines curve and flow wildly without care,
Like space was never an issue.
Like the wind will blow again.
The wind blows on other-worldly colors
Impossibly bright and smooth.
Impossibly intricate and playful.
Atomic.
So small, yet feels so out of this world.

– Caitlyn Smith

Polly Apfelbaum, Atomic Pinwheel #6 (2018)
Collection of Jordan D. Schnitzer

Something about the bright colors and chaos attracted me to this piece. I just felt like I was
drawn to the vibrant colors. It reminded me of childhood and how it felt to see so much color in
the world. I liked the crazy shapes, which is why I talked about a preschooler’s doodles in the
poem: it felt young and free. I thought that the title of this piece was interesting too and
wanted to dwell on that a little bit, hence the last stanza. This piece felt so excited about life
and bright, which is why I was excited to write about it.
– Caitlyn Smith

Light Beams
A gentle gradient
Towers before me.
A beautiful thing—
This chaos.
The human condition.
Red rage radiates through,
But the blue is sadness
Creeping in, only to be met
With envious greens
Followed by yellow—hope.
Never knowing what to feel.
There is no pattern;
Lines that dare
Be crossed by other colors.
This is my life.

- Amanda Quilty

Polly Apfelbaum, Byzantine Rocker (2016)
Collection of Jordan D. Schnitzer

I selected this piece because it seemed so simple, yet so complex at the same time. The colors
within it attracted me at first. As I opened myself up to the experience, I didn’t just see a
rectangle full of different colors, but a story of sorts. It allowed my mind to arrive at its own
conclusion of what this piece represented. My writing process consisted of allowing myself to
interpret what each of the colors might have meant to me or my life in the moment. I saw the
colors as waves of emotion stemming from experiences that all came together in the common
theme of human emotion.
- Amanda Quilty

